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Preface 

The English Language Education Key Learning Area (KLA) is an integral part of the school curriculum. 
It provides students with a wide range of learning experiences to enhance their English language 
proficiency, social skills, cultural understanding, global competitiveness, as well as personal and 
intellectual development.  

We have been making use of the balanced and flexible central English Language Education 
curriculum framework to develop effective learning, teaching and assessment activities. We are 
building on the strengths of our existing practices such as task-based language learning, teaching 
grammar in context and reading to learn to enliven our students’ learning experiences and help them 
achieve the goal of whole-person development 

Objectives 

English Language Education in LKKC aims to build on our existing strengths by: 

1. helping learners master the language forms (including vocabulary, text-types, grammar items and 
structures) and communicative functions; 

2. adopting a learner-centred approach focusing on the four language skills of listening, speaking, 
reading and writing, and providing ample opportunities for purposeful, integrative and creative use 
of English; and 

3. encouraging students to speak and learn English outside the classroom so that they can be 
equipped with the necessary language proficiency for further studies and work. 

 
We also strive for the best in preparing our students for the new emphases of the KLA by: 

1. promoting new developments (including a greater use of 
language arts, the promotion of reading and viewing 
texts, the use of IT, etc) conducive to broadening and 
enriching students’ learning experiences; 

2. fostering an English-rich atmosphere both in school and 
beyond, which is favourable for learning English; 

3. addressing learners’ diversity through enhanced and 
special programmes; and 

4. developing a school-based English Language curriculum 
which makes cross-curricular links and encourages 
collaboration among language teachers and teachers of other KLAs. 

Our team 



 
 
 

 

English Language Learning and Teaching Strategies in LKKC 

The English Department has positioned Making English Learning Fun as our core thrust of 
teaching and learning with a view to addressing the new emphases of the English Language 
KLA. The main strategies are as follows: 

A. Promoting creativity and stimulating learners’ interest through a greater use of language arts and 
innovative practices in the English curriculum of all levels; 

B. creating a language-rich environment by organizing a diversity of activities for learners to use 
English for purposeful communication in school and beyond; 

C. preparing the incoming students and catering for learners’ diverse needs, interests and abilities by 
launching a variety of enhanced programmes; and 

D. expanding students’ world knowledge and sharpening their learning-to-learn skills through special 
programmes.  

 
The programmes and activities specifically designed for each strategy are outlined under the four 
major categories here, with the details further illustrated in subsequent sections. 
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(A) Promoting creativity through form-based 

language-arts-in-the-curriculum activities: 

F.1:  Drama 

F.2:  Radio Play 

F.3:  Commercials & Fashion Show 

F.4:  SBA, Poems and Songs  

F.5/6 Short Stories and Drama 
Viewing of Films and Documentaries  

(B) Creating an English-rich environment by 
organizing a diversity of activities and 
competitions in school and beyond: 

� School Newspaper --- “What’s UP?” 
� Speech Festival  
� English Club  
� Drama Club and DramaTeam  
� Scrabble  
� Choral Speaking  
� Debate and Public speaking 

 

(C) Preparing the new students and catering for 
learner diversity via enhanced programmes: 

Orientation:  

English Fun Day, Summer Bridging Course,  

Summer Scrabble training,  

Summer Drama courses 

Booster Programme 

(D) Expanding students’ horizons and 
sharpening autonomous learning skills 
through special programmes: 

� Summer Exchange/Language Tours 

� eLearning programmes 

� Post-exam Benchmark Assessment 

� Subscription of English Newspapers 



 
 
 

 

 
                     
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Highlight of a year: a Fun-filled “English Festival” to Celebrate Learning 

We believe an English-rich environment would enhance students’ motivation in learning English, 
which in turn facilitates daily classroom English learning and the learning of other subjects in the 
English medium. In the light of this, we have organized whole-school and form-based English 
programmes.  

During our annual English Festival, whole-school initiatives are implemented to activate students’ 
English speaking. The first is the Sticker Award Scheme whereby students will be awarded incentive 
stickers for their active English speaking by the Principal, Vice-Principals, teachers, TAs, lab 
technicians, senior and class English Ambassadors. Tuck shop and stationery coupons can be 
redeemed based on the number of stickers and agents who have awarded the stickers. The second is 
the Interclass English Atmosphere Competition during which classes compete among one another to 
maintain the best English atmosphere in their classes.  
 

Other fun-filled programmes include: 

� F.1 Drama Competition  
� F.2 Radio Play Competition 
� F.3 Commercials Competition 
� Film Show  
� Oral Games 
� Liberal Quiz Show 

� English Book Fair 
� Campus TV Show  
� Lunchtime Song Dedication 
� Joint-school Friendly Scrabble Matches 
� Joint-school Friendly English Debate Matches  
� Sing Tao Debate Grand Final (English Section) Watching 

Primary School Experience Day 

Joint - school competition 

S5 Drama Elective Show 

Summer Study Tour to Ireland 



 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
              
       

                   
           
 
 
 

 

 

 
The Road Ahead 
We aim at accomplishing the following tasks in the coming years: 

1. Enhancing assessment for learning via setting up a language database with benchmarking 
exercises and remedial follow-up work. 

2. Interpreting assessment data effectively to inform learning and teaching by analyzing TSA and 
DSE results, integrating formative assessment into curriculum planning and taking appropriate 
enhancement and booster measures. 

3. Strengthening catering for learner diversity through exploring effective teaching strategies in 
different groupings in both junior and senior forms. 

4. Promoting both interest and excellence in English among students so that English emerges not 
only as a school subject but a useful and active daily communicative tool. Helping them to master 
the language can equip them with linguistic fluency, cultural and intercultural literacy, and open 
them up to world knowledge and global horizons. 

Liberal Studies Quiz Show Oral Games 

F1 Drama Competition F3 Commercials Competition Visit by AFS exchange students 

English Book Fair Joint-school Debate Competition Scrabble Tournament 



 
 
 

 

 
      
 
                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             
 

Winners of Speech Festival Choral Speaking Team 

The committee of our school newspaper - What’s UP? Drama Mentor Team 

F1 English Fun Day 

English Club booth game at New Year Fair Joint-school Choral Speaking Practice 


